Accelerated reproduction is not an adaptive response
to early-life adversity in wild baboons
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have pointed out that the relevant cues and the magnitude of
their effects may depend on the population of interest (e.g., in
developed versus developing nations) (31, 32).
Despite this diversity, all of the models cited above are united
in proposing that accelerating reproduction is an adaptive developmental response to early-life adversity. However, while a
number of studies have documented a correlation between early
adversity and reproductive timing (27–30, 33–36), no study in
humans or any other long-lived animal has shown that this apparent response actually increases fitness. That is, we do not
know if individuals who accelerate reproduction following earlylife adversity in fact exhibit higher LRS compared with those who
grew up under the same conditions but do not accelerate reproduction and, in particular, if this benefit is a specific response
to early-life adversity.
Filling this gap is important because not all theories of
adaptive developmental plasticity propose that the acceleratedreproduction phenotype itself is adaptive. For instance, developmental constraints models propose that early-life adversity,
especially nutritional adversity, forces organisms to make adaptive tradeoffs in early life that improve juvenile survival but come
at the expense of later-life somatic quality (37, 38). Under these
models, adversity may lead to delayed maturation and slow
reproduction—changes that arise as a byproduct of early-life
tradeoffs and are not the immediate target of selection (37–40).
Furthermore, early maturation and accelerated reproduction can
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xposure to adverse conditions in early life often predicts
striking differences in adult health and survival. For example,
in humans, harsh early-life circumstances, including famine, neglect, and low socioeconomic status, foreshadow higher risk of
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes, and all-cause mortality
(1–5). In nonhuman animals, early-life adversity is linked to
small adult body size, early reproductive senescence, and short
lifespans (6–9). This reduced adult life expectancy has led many
researchers to hypothesize that selection favors accelerating the
timing and pace of reproduction in response to early-life adversity.
Doing so may increase an individual’s lifetime reproductive
success (LRS), compared with individuals who experience
adversity but do not accelerate reproduction (10–21). The first
version of this hypothesis was proposed by Draper and Harpending
in 1982 (10) and was later expanded by Belsky and coworkers
into the psychosocial acceleration hypothesis (11, 12). More
recently, these ideas have found a home in the weathering
hypothesis, the parental investment hypothesis, the child development hypothesis, the adaptive calibration model, and the
internal predictive adaptive response (iPAR) model (13–21).
While all of these hypotheses link early adversity to accelerated
reproductive timing, they differ in the types of early-life environments
and developmental cues thought to be most salient to triggering
a response. For instance, while some ideas have focused on resource limitation (22–26), others have emphasized familial adversity and parental absence (27–30). Additionally, some authors
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If an individual can anticipate an early death, should they also
“live fast”? Fast reproduction is often proposed to be an
adaptive response to harsh conditions in early life because
early adversity predicts shorter lifespans. Individuals who
speed up reproduction after experiencing early adversity might
therefore have higher fitness than those who do not. Here, we
use extensive data on wild female baboons to test if fast reproduction offers fitness advantages to females who experience nutritional and psychosocial sources of early adversity.
Contrary to several influential hypotheses, females who experienced early adversity did not improve their fitness if they
sped up reproduction. Our results raise doubts that accelerated
reproduction is an adaptive response to early adversity in longlived, slow-reproducing species.
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In humans and other long-lived species, harsh conditions in early
life often lead to profound differences in adult life expectancy. In
response, natural selection is expected to accelerate the timing
and pace of reproduction in individuals who experience some
forms of early-life adversity. However, the adaptive benefits of
reproductive acceleration following early adversity remain untested. Here, we test a recent version of this theory, the internal
predictive adaptive response (iPAR) model, by assessing whether
accelerating reproduction following early-life adversity leads to
higher lifetime reproductive success. We do so by leveraging
48 y of continuous, individual-based data from wild female baboons in the Amboseli ecosystem in Kenya, including prospective,
longitudinal data on multiple sources of nutritional and psychosocial adversity in early life; reproductive pace; and lifetime reproductive success. We find that while early-life adversity led to
dramatically shorter lifespans, individuals who experienced early
adversity did not accelerate their reproduction compared with
those who did not experience early adversity. Further, while
accelerated reproduction predicted increased lifetime reproductive
success overall, these benefits were not specific to females who
experienced early-life adversity. Instead, females only benefited
from reproductive acceleration if they also led long lives. Our results call into question the theory that accelerated reproduction is
an adaptive response to both nutritional and psychosocial sources
of early-life adversity in baboons and other long-lived species.
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themselves be costly. These costs include decreased body size and
fecundity, increased instantaneous juvenile mortality rates, and
lower offspring survival (41). If these costs outweigh the fitness
benefits, accelerated reproduction may not be an adaptive response to early-life adversity (41–43). Finally, earlier reproduction could be beneficial to fitness for all individuals, independent
of early-life experience. If so, the accelerated-reproduction phenotype
should be considered adaptive but should not be considered an
example of developmental plasticity.
Here, we test one of the most recent hypotheses to propose
accelerated reproduction as a form of adaptive developmental
plasticity arising in response to early-life adversity: the iPAR
model (19, 20). Predictive adaptive response (PAR) models,
including the iPAR model, posit that organisms use their earlylife circumstances to predict future conditions. Organisms can
maximize their fitness by adjusting their phenotypes in anticipation of those conditions (37, 44, 45). The iPAR model specifically proposes that organisms adapt not in anticipation of the
external environment but, instead, to the quality of their
expected somatic state in adulthood (19–21). According to this
reasoning, harsh conditions in early life lead organisms to develop a soma that is less likely to survive at any age (19–21). This
reduced survival may be caused by several processes, including
reduced energy available to build somatic tissue during development, reduced somatic maintenance, or higher rates of oxidative stress (20). Organisms then use the quality of their somatic
state to predict a shorter lifespan, and accelerate their reproduction accordingly (20). Unlike some other evolutionary models
of development (10, 11, 13), nutritional and psychosocial adversity can both be potential cues for reproductive acceleration
under the iPAR model. Accordingly, prior research motivated by
the iPAR model has investigated multiple types of early-life
adversity, including food availability and prenatal maternal
stress (46, 47). This flexibility makes the iPAR model one of the
most generalizable hypotheses across species and settings. The
key quality is that the type of early-life adversity under consideration reduces adult somatic quality and shortens adult lifespans. Thus, individuals with poor somatic states should “live
fast” with the expectation that they will “die young” (19–21).
We test the iPAR model using 48 y of detailed, individualbased data on early-life experiences, reproductive timing, and
LRS in wild female baboons living in the Amboseli ecosystem in
Kenya (48). In this population, we have already identified six
sources of early-life adversity (Table 1) whose cumulative effects,
and in some cases individual effects, have profound predictive
power for adult female lifespan (9). These sources of adversity
parallel several major sources of adversity that have been identified in humans (Table 1). Female baboons exposed to three or
more of these sources of early-life adversity experience adult
lifespans that are more than 10 y shorter, on average, than the
adult lifespans of females who experience none of them (9). As
such, females who accelerate their reproductive schedules in
response to adverse early-life circumstances might recoup some
of the reproductive time they are likely to lose as a result of their
shorter adult lifespans.
We test the iPAR model using a conceptual framework developed by Nettle and Bateson (60), who provide three predictions required to find support for this hypothesis. Nettle and
Bateson’s first prediction is that individuals who experience
early-life adversity should exhibit poor somatic quality in adulthood (60). This condition is met by the prior observation that, in
Amboseli, early-life adversity leads to profoundly shorter female
lifespans (9); we replicate this analysis here with a larger,
updated dataset. We use adult lifespan as a proxy for somatic
quality because it is the most salient measure of adult mortality
risk, which is the primary driver of selection for accelerated reproduction under the iPAR model (60). We also note that poor
somatic states will often increase vulnerability to both intrinsic
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and extrinsic causes of death. For instance, individuals who are in
poor health (an intrinsic process) may be more susceptible to
predation (an extrinsic process).
Nettle and Bateson’s second and third predictions both involve
interaction effects on fitness that depend on whether individuals
accelerate their pace of reproduction and whether they experienced early adversity (60). Specifically, the second prediction
posits that individuals who experience early-life adversity and
accelerate their reproduction should attain higher LRS than
those who experience early-life adversity and exhibit typical or
delayed reproductive timing (60). However, typical or delayed
reproduction is optimal for individuals who do not experience
early-life adversity because it allows them to reach full body size
without accelerating growth, creating a “fitness crossover”
(Fig. 1). Similarly, the third prediction is a logical extension of
the first two predictions. It states that individuals who have poor
somatic states and accelerate reproduction will attain higher
LRS than those who have poor somatic states and do not accelerate their reproduction (60). In contrast, accelerated reproduction may be neutral or maladaptive for individuals with highquality somatic states (Fig. 1). Fitness crossovers are crucial to
testing for PARs (37) because they capture the requirement that
the optimal phenotype—in this case, accelerated versus typical
reproductive timing—is state dependent. If the fitness crossover
does not exist, then one phenotype is optimal under all conditions, making it adaptive, but not an adaptive response to developmental conditions (37, 60).
Both the second and third predictions assume that accelerated
reproduction is relevant to fitness. Many previous studies of the
iPAR model also focus on linking early adversity to the timing
and pace of female reproduction overall, thus identifying a potential response to early adversity (but without explicitly testing
its adaptive value) (46, 47). Before testing for fitness crossovers,
we therefore also asked whether 1) accelerated reproduction
contributes to variation in female LRS and 2) early-life adversity
is predictably linked to the timing and pace of female reproduction. Finally, we tested Nettle and Bateson’s second and third
predictions (60) in female baboons for whom we have complete
information on early-life conditions, reproductive schedules, and
lifespans. We specifically asked whether LRS in these females
was explained by an interaction between early-life adversity and
the pace of reproduction or by an interaction between pace of
reproduction and lifespan. Together, these tests capture the idea
that, under the iPAR model, the benefits of early maturation
should outweigh the costs of early maturation for individuals who
both experience early-life adversity and have poor somatic states
(41). However, for individuals who do not experience early-life
adversity and who have good somatic states, the fecundity and
offspring survival costs associated with early maturation may
outweigh the benefits, thus giving rise to the fitness crossover
depicted in Fig. 1.
Together, our results provide insight into the evolutionary
logic underlying developmental plasticity in long-lived species
and help reveal how the early environment influences phenotypic
variation across the lifespan.
Results
Nettle and Bateson’s First Prediction: Early-Life Adversity Predicts
Short Lifespans. To test Nettle and Bateson’s first prediction

(60), we measured six known sources of early-life adversity in 230
adult female baboons (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for sample sizes
for all analyses). These six sources lead juveniles to experience
nutritional and/or psychosocial adversity in early life and include
1) maternal death before 4 y of age (the approximate age of
reproductive maturity for baboon females) (61); 2) the presence
of a competing younger sibling, which may divert maternal resources; 3) drought in the first year of life; 4) maternal social
isolation in the first 2 y of life; 5) low maternal social status at
Weibel et al.

Table 1. Definitions for the six early-life adversity conditions
Adverse condition
Maternal death
Competing younger sibling
Drought
Maternal social isolation

Low maternal dominance rank

High social density

Criterion

Parallel effects in humans

The subject’s mother died before the subject reached 4 y of age
The subject’s mother gave birth to another live offspring before
the subject reached 1.5 y of age
During the subject’s first year of life, total rainfall did not exceed
200 mm
The subject’s mother was socially isolated from other adult
females during the first 2 y of the subject’s life (maternal social
isolation ≥0.325)
The subject’s mother had low ordinal dominance rank in
the month when the subject was born (maternal dominance
rank of ≥12)
The subject was born into a large social group; size was defined by
the total number of adult group members (social group density
of ≥36)

Loss of one or both parents (49–51)
Close-in-age sibling (52)
Drought, difficult birth season, or
famine (53–55)
Social isolation (56)

Parental socioeconomic status (57, 58)

Household crowding (59)
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Initial Analysis 1: Accelerated Reproduction Increases LRS. Before
testing Nettle and Bateson’s (60) second and third predictions,
we first tested the underlying assumption that accelerated reproductive schedules improve female LRS overall. For this and
all subsequent analyses, we measured LRS as the total number of
live offspring born to each female. This measure follows the strict
bookkeeping guidelines recommended by quantitative evolutionary
biologists, which avoid conflating maternal and offspring phenotypes (offspring survival is a phenotype that combines maternal and offspring characteristics) (62–65). However, because a
mother’s ability to raise offspring to independence can be seen
Weibel et al.
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Quality of the early life environment
or adult somatic state
Fig. 1. Visual depiction of the fitness crossovers predicted by the iPAR
model. The plot shows the iPAR model’s predicted patterns of LRS (y axis) as
a function of the quality of the early-life environment or adult somatic state
(x axis: good or poor for each predictor), stratified by the pace of reproduction (accelerated or typical/delayed). Specifically, Nettle and Bateson’s
(60) second prediction is that accelerated reproduction (solid blue line)
promotes higher LRS when individuals experience poor early-life conditions,
compared with those with delayed reproduction (dashed purple line).
However, accelerated reproduction results in reduced LRS when early-life
conditions are good. Their third prediction is a logical extension of the
first two predictions: individuals who exhibit poor somatic states in adulthood will experience higher LRS if they accelerate reproduction, and those
with good somatic states will experience higher LRS if they delay reproduction. The fitness crossover is necessary for adaptive developmental
plasticity because it requires the optimal phenotype (i.e., the optimal reproductive strategy) to be state dependent. If the fitness crossover does not
exist, then one phenotype is optimal under all conditions, making it adaptive, but not an adaptive response to developmental conditions. The figure is
adapted from Monaghan (37) and Nettle and Bateson (60).
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as a component of maternal fitness (66), we also repeated our
analyses defining LRS as the total number of offspring born to
each female that survived to 70 wk (most offspring are weaned
by 70 wk) (67). In all cases, this approach produces qualitatively
similar results (SI Appendix, Tables S3, S6, and S9).
We used three measures of female reproductive timing: 1) the
start of reproduction as age at first live birth, defined as the age
at which the female produced her first live offspring (range: 4.75
to 8.35 y; mean ± SD: 6.19 ± 0.65 y); 2) the rate of reproduction
as surviving interbirth interval (IBI), defined as the number
of days between consecutive live births, where the first offspring

Lifetime reproductive success

birth; and 6) high social density at birth (Table 1 and ref. 9). We
then summed the presence of these sources of adversity for each
female in a cumulative adversity index and tested if cumulative
early adversity predicted adult survival in a Cox proportional
hazards model. Confirming prior research in our population (9),
and in support of the iPAR model’s first prediction, we found
that cumulative early-life adversity had profound effects on adult
female lifespans. Contingent on reaching 4 y of age, females that
experienced zero sources of early-life adversity had median
lifespans of 21.7 y of age, while females who experienced three or
more sources of adversity typically lived only 14.3 y (r2 = 0.052;
Wald test: P = 4.67 × 10−4; n = 230; SI Appendix, Fig. S1).
Adding one source of adversity increased the risk of death in any
given year of adulthood 1.5-fold (hazard ratio: 1.502; 95% CI:
1.196 to 1.886).
To assess the link between adult survival and the individual
sources of adversity, we also fit a multivariate Cox proportional
hazards model that included each of the six sources of early
adversity as predictor variables (r2 = 0.080; Wald test: P = 2.36 ×
10−3; n = 230; SI Appendix, Table S2). The strongest predictors
of early mortality were maternal death and having a socially
isolated mother. Adult females who experienced maternal death
before 4 y of age were almost 2.4 times as likely to die at every
adult age (hazard ratio: 2.377; 95% CI: 1.507 to 3.748; P = 1.96 ×
10−4), and females with socially isolated mothers were almost
1.5 times as likely to die at every adult age (hazard ratio: 1.459;
95% CI: 1.042 to 2.043; P = 0.028), compared with those who did
not experience those sources of early-life adversity. While not
statistically significant, having a competing younger sibling also
increased mortality risk by 1.7 times at every age (hazard ratio:
1.702; 95% CI: 0.968 to 2.994; P = 0.065). We focused our
subsequent analyses on cumulative adversity, maternal death,
maternal social isolation, and competing sibling because these
variables were most tightly linked to short lifespans (SI Appendix,
Table S2).

EVOLUTION

See SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods for details on how these variables were measured.

Table 2. Effects of lifespan and pace of reproduction on female LRS
Predictor variable*

Coefficient

SE

z

P

Model 1: Do lifespan, age at first birth, and average IBI predict LRS?
Lifespan
0.516
0.018 29.351 1.04 × 10−52
Age at first birth
−0.591
0.146 −4.036
1.03 × 10−4
Average IBI
−3.286
0.591 −5.561
2.02 × 10−7
Model 2: Do lifespan and combined reproductive pace predict LRS?
Lifespan
0.515
0.021 24.656 1.44 × 10−38
Combined reproductive pace
−1.043
0.126 −8.267 2.86 × 10−12

Variance explained, %
82.8
5.0
2.8
80.0
9.3

Results using the alternate definition of LRS (which includes offspring survival to weaning) are found in
SI Appendix, Table S3.
*Lifespan and age at first birth are measured in years, while average IBI is the natural log-transformed length of
the mean IBI measured in days.

survived for at least 70 wk (range: 410 to 1,223 d; mean ± SD:
667 ± 140 d); and 3) combined reproductive pace as an integrative measure of both the start and rate of reproduction. We
included this third metric to account for the fact that females
may achieve the greatest reproductive acceleration by combining
both phenotypes: an early start and a short turn-around time.
Indeed, this metric predicts LRS with a slightly higher R2 than
the first two metrics combined (combined reproductive pace:
9.3% of variance in LRS; age at first birth: 5.0%; average IBI:
2.8%; Table 2). However, to avoid biasing this metric toward
young adults or females with short lifespans, we only calculated it
for females with completed lifespans and for whom all members
of the same birth year cohort were dead (this concern specifically
relates to combined reproductive pace because both age at first
live birth and each IBI are single events in time, whereas combined reproductive pace is a measure that spans adulthood).
These constraints make the sample sizes for this metric substantially smaller than the other pace of reproduction measures
(SI Appendix, Table S1). Combined reproductive pace was calculated as the mean of each female’s centered, standardized age
at first live birth and average surviving IBIs. Negative values
represent females with early ages at first live birth and short
IBIs, and positive values represent individuals with late ages at first
live birth and long IBIs (range: −2.09 to 2.58; mean ± SD:
−0.03 ± 0.82).
Unsurprisingly for a long-lived, slow-reproducing animal, we
found that longevity was the dominant driver of female fitness.
Long-lived females had higher LRS than short-lived females, and
longevity explained between 80.0 and 82.8% of the variance in
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LRS (see Table 2 and SI Appendix, Table S3 for results based on
offspring that survive to weaning). However, in support of the
idea that variation in reproductive rates contributes to differences in female fitness, all three measures of the pace of female
reproduction made small but significant contributions to female
LRS. Specifically, age at first birth explained 5% (P = 1.0 × 10−4),
average IBI explained 2.8% (P = 2.0 × 10−7), and combined
reproductive pace explained 9.3% (P = 2.9 × 10−12) of the
overall variance in female LRS (Table 2). In all cases, earlier or
faster reproductive timing predicted higher LRS.
Initial Analysis 2: Early-Life Adversity Does Not Reliably Predict
Accelerated Reproduction. We also tested the common assump-

tion that early-life adversity is predictably linked to the timing
and pace of female reproduction. While not a prerequisite of the
iPAR model, this test is commonly used to infer this form of
adaptive developmental plasticity (e.g., refs. 33, 46, 47). For each
of the four sources of adversity that best predicted lifespan—the
cumulative adversity index, maternal death, maternal social isolation, and the presence of a competing sibling—we fit three
linear mixed models, one for each reproductive measure, using
the lmekin function in the coxme package, which allowed us to
control for genetic relatedness between females. Our other
covariates were several environmental and behavioral covariates
known to predict resource access during adulthood that do not
covary with our sources of early-life adversity and that also explain variation in reproductive timing and pace in our population:
the number of mature females in the group, ordinal dominance
rank, age, age squared, and a variable coding for primiparity

C

Fig. 2. Cumulative early-life adversity is not linked to the timing or pace of reproduction in female baboons (full model results are in SI Appendix, Table S4).
Plots depict the relationship between cumulative early-life adversity and age at first live birth (n = 211; P = 0.66) (A), duration of surviving IBIs (plotted on a
log scale; n = 452; P = 0.69) (B), and the combined reproductive pace (n = 32; P = 0.73) (C). Colors indicate the number of adverse conditions occurring in early
life. All points are jittered along the x axis to increase readability.
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Fig. 3. Accelerated reproduction does not result in higher LRS for individuals that experienced early-life adversity. (A) Predicted relationships between earlylife adversity and LRS under the iPAR model (Top) and an alternative in which accelerated reproduction is advantageous, independent of early-life experience
(Bottom). (B–E) The relationship between LRS and measures of early-life adversity, stratified by pace of reproduction. The four rows show the results for each
of the four measures of early-life adversity: cumulative early-life adversity (B), maternal death (C), competing sibling (D), and maternal social isolation (E). The
three columns show the results for each of the three measures of reproductive pace: age at first birth (Left), average surviving IBI (Middle), and combined
reproductive pace (Right). The points represent the raw data, based on whether the pace of reproduction value was above (accelerated: blue circles) or below
(delayed: purple triangles) the median value. Lines show predicted values from the linear model that best fit the data when holding pace of reproduction at
the bottom 25th percentile (delayed: purple dashed) or the top 25th percentile (accelerated: blue solid). All results were more similar to the alternative
prediction (A, Bottom) than the iPAR model prediction (A, Top). The only case of a statistically supported interaction (C, Right) was in the opposite direction
predicted by the iPAR model, such that accelerated reproduction only predicted higher fitness in the absence of early-life adversity. Data points in B–D are
jittered along the x axis to increase readability.
Weibel et al.
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Fig. 4. Accelerated reproduction is not linked to higher LRS for females with short lifespans. Plots depict the relationship between female lifespan, as a
measure of her somatic quality, and her LRS, partitioned by whether the female’s pace of reproduction measure was above (accelerated: blue circles) or below
(delayed: purple triangles) the median value of the dataset. A is partitioned by age at first live birth, B is partitioned by mean IBI, and C is partitioned by the
combined reproductive pace measure. On each plot, the points represent the raw data, and the lines represent the predicted values from the linear model
that best fit the data when holding pace of reproduction at the bottom 25th percentile (delayed: purple dashed) or the top 25th percentile (accelerated: blue
solid). For all of these analyses, the model with the interaction was a better fit for the data (age at first birth: ΔAIC = 4.064 [n = 145]; IBI: ΔAIC = 23.553 [n =
110]; combined reproductive pace: ΔAIC = 17.381 [n = 81]). However, the interaction was in the direction opposite the iPAR model’s prediction: females only
accrued higher LRS by accelerating reproduction if they also led long lives.

(68, 69) (see Materials and Methods for details of covariates used
in each model). Controlling for these covariates allows us to
isolate the effects of early-life adversity from the largest known
sources of variance in resource access.
Despite the fact that accelerated reproduction contributed to
female LRS (Table 2 and SI Appendix, Table S3), we found no
evidence that females accelerated reproduction in response to
early-life adversity. Overall, neither cumulative early-life adversity, maternal death, maternal social isolation, nor the presence
of a competing sibling significantly predicted age at first live
birth, surviving IBI, or combined reproductive pace (Fig. 2 and
SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S4). The only possible exception
was the presence of a competing younger sibling, which exhibited
a nonsignificant trend for a faster combined reproductive pace
(P = 0.07; n = 80; SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Table S4). However,
none of our tests produced P values even close to canonical
significance thresholds after multiple hypothesis testing correction (all adjusted P > 0.5) (70).
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Nettle and Bateson’s Second Prediction: Accelerated Reproduction Is
Not an Adaptive Response to Early-Life Adversity. Nettle and

Bateson’s (60) second prediction, as applied to the iPAR model,
is that the fitness benefits of reproductive acceleration should
change depending on exposure to early adversity (i.e., it should
exhibit evidence of the fitness crossover in Fig. 1). We tested this
idea using an information theoretic approach that assessed
whether female LRS was better fit by a linear model that included an interaction effect between early-life adversity and the
pace of reproduction versus a model without this interaction
effect. We tested this prediction 12 times, including all pairwise
combinations of the three measures of reproductive pace and the
four measures of early-life adversity that most strongly predicted
lifespan: the cumulative adversity index, maternal death, competing sibling, and maternal social isolation.
Contrary to the predictions of the iPAR model, we found no
evidence that accelerated reproduction led to consistent fitness
advantages specific to females who experienced cumulative
early-life adversity. Instead, accelerated reproduction predicted
higher fitness, independent of the presence or absence of cumulative early-life adversity. Hence, when modeling female LRS,
6 of 11 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2004018117

we never observed a significant interaction effect (i.e., fitness
crossover in the expected direction) between cumulative adversity and any measure of reproductive timing (Fig. 3B and SI
Appendix, Table S5). While we found some evidence for an interaction between cumulative early adversity and combined reproductive pace (difference in Akaike information criterion
[ΔAIC]: 1.999; n = 32), this interaction was in the opposite direction relative to the iPAR model’s prediction: accelerated reproduction only improved fitness for females who did not
experience early-life adversity (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and Table
S5; see also SI Appendix, Table S6).
We repeated this analysis for the three individual sources of
adversity that were the strongest predictors of female lifespan.
For all of these analyses, the model with the interaction effect
was never a significantly better fit for the data (Fig. 3 C–E),
except for measures of combined reproductive pace for females
who experienced maternal death (ΔAIC = 4.001; n = 81; Fig. 3C,
Right; SI Appendix, Table S5). Again, for this model, the interaction effect (P = 0.017) was in the opposite direction with respect to the iPAR model: accelerated combined reproductive
pace only predicted higher fitness for females that did not lose
their mother (Fig. 3C, Right; SI Appendix, Table S5). When we
repeated these analyses with the definition of LRS that considered offspring survival, all analyses but one yielded the same
results. The one exception was for the analysis of the effects of
maternal death on IBIs, where we again detected a significant
interaction but in the opposite direction predicted by the iPAR
model: short IBIs only improved fitness for females who did not
experience maternal death (SI Appendix, Table S6).
The observation that females who experienced maternal death—
one of the strongest predictors of short life expectancy—did
not experience any fitness benefits from accelerated reproduction
suggests that acceleration could sometimes be costly and, possibly,
more so to females that experienced early-life adversity. To
test this idea, we ran three post hoc Cox proportional hazards
models of maternal death and our three measures of reproductive
pace on female survival. In support of the idea that accelerated
reproduction is sometimes costly, we found a significant interaction
effect between maternal death and average surviving IBIs (P =
0.035; n = 110) but no significant result for age at first birth or
Weibel et al.
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and Bateson’s (60) third prediction states that the fitness benefits
of reproductive acceleration should differ depending on the
quality of a female’s somatic state (Fig. 1). We again used an
information theoretic approach to test whether a model with an
interaction between pace of reproduction and lifespan, as a
proxy for somatic state, was a better predictor of female LRS
than a model without this interaction effect. This method allows
us to test for the presence of this key fitness crossover (Fig. 1).
We found no evidence that females with short lifespans
benefitted from accelerated reproduction. While an interaction
between lifespan and pace of reproduction always improved
model fit (age at first birth: ΔAIC = 4.064 [n = 145]; average IBI:
ΔAIC = 23.553 [n = 110]; combined reproductive pace: ΔAIC =
17.381 [n = 81]), this interaction was always in the opposite direction predicted by the iPAR model (Fig. 4 and SI Appendix,
Table S8). Specifically, the advantages of accelerated reproduction only paid off if females led long lives. Females who led short
lives and accelerated reproduction did not experience higher
LRS than females who led short lives and delayed reproduction.
These analyses were repeated using the alternative definition of
LRS based on offspring that survived to weaning, with concordant results (SI Appendix, Table S9).
Discussion
Over the last few decades, numerous hypotheses—including the
iPAR model—have proposed that, because early-life adversity
predictably leads to poor health and short life expectancy, individuals who experience early adversity should accelerate their
life histories to maximize fitness (10–21). Despite the popularity
of this hypothesis, no studies in humans or other long-lived animals have yet tested whether variation in reproductive schedules
associated with early-life adversity is itself adaptive. This study
does so using a recent framework developed to test the iPAR
model (19–21, 60). We find no evidence that accelerated reproductive schedules are an adaptive response to early-life adversity. Despite the fact that adversity in early life led to
dramatically shorter lifespans in female baboons, females who
experienced early-life adversity did not accelerate their reproduction compared with those who did not experience early-life
adversity. Further, females who accelerated their reproduction
had higher LRS than females with normal or slow reproductive
schedules—including for females who experienced early-life
adversity. However, these fitness benefits were not unique to
individuals who experienced early-life adversity. In other words,
we find no evidence for the required interaction effect between
early adversity and pace of reproduction. In fact, females only
reaped measurable benefits of reproductive acceleration if they
led long lives. Thus, even if accelerated reproduction is adaptive
overall in baboons and other long-lived species, our results
suggest that accelerated reproduction is not an adaptive response to particular early environmental conditions.
PAR models are commonly cited to provide an adaptive explanation for the developmental plasticity observed in a wide
range of species. Classic, external PAR (ePAR) models posit
that organisms use early-life environments to predict the quality
of their adult environment (37, 44, 45). These ePAR models
have not been well supported in long-lived species, perhaps because early-life environments rarely predict adult environments
over long time scales (20, 71–75). iPAR models attempt to solve
this problem by proposing that organisms adapt, not in anticipation of the external environment but to the quality of their
Weibel et al.
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expected somatic state in adulthood, which in turn predicts
lifespan (19–21). Specifically, under the iPAR model, harsh early
environments lead organisms to exhibit poor somatic states,
which presage shorter life expectancies; in turn, organisms accelerate their reproduction (20).
There are several reasons why accelerated reproductive
schedules may not be an adaptive response to early-life adversity
in our population. First, compared with the fitness effects of
variation in lifespan, the effects of changes in maturation timing
and reproductive pace may be too small in long-lived species to
elicit a response to selection. For example, in the Amboseli baboon population, lifespan is the dominant driver of female LRS,
explaining between 80 and 83% of the overall variation; in
contrast, age at first birth only explains 5% of the variation in
fitness (Table 2). Furthermore, female baboons gain relatively
small benefits by maturing a few months early: in order to gain
one additional offspring, female baboons must accelerate their
age at first birth by ∼1.5 y—the average surviving IBI in this
population. Such a change would represent an extreme acceleration of 25% relative to average age at first birth in this population (∼6 y). Therefore, because of the drastic acceleration
needed to improve fitness, it is unsurprising that accelerated
maturation has not evolved in response to early-life adversity.
Accelerated reproduction might offer greater fitness benefits for
species in which more of the variation in fitness is determined by
an individual’s pace of reproduction. However, the idea that the
pace of reproduction must make a substantial contribution to
female fitness for accelerated reproduction to be favored by
natural selection has been largely ignored in the literature.
Second, other lines of evidence argue that reproductive pace is
most often explained by immediate, not past, environmental
conditions. In baboons and humans, the physiological “decision”
to reproduce is most sensitive to energy balance (energy consumed minus energy expended), as opposed to energy status (the
amount of energy stored in the body due to long-term energetic
state, as reflected, for example, in body mass index; refs. 69, 76,
77). Even if early-life experiences shape energy status or overall
somatic quality, a female’s energy balance is most reflective of
her immediate energetic state as a result of current resource
availability—and current resource availability is, in turn, most
strongly affected by dominance rank, social density, and recent
rainfall (69). Further, dominance rank in baboons and other
cercopithecine primates is highly nepotistic: a female’s adult
dominance rank is very strongly determined by the ranks of her
mother and older sisters, such that dominance rank is “inherited” from one generation to the next in female cercopithecines
with very high fidelity (78–81). Consequently, we expect dominance rank—and by extension energy balance and reproductive
rate—to be relatively insensitive to early-life adversity. Indeed,
the only source of early-life adversity likely to affect dominance
rank, and hence reproductive rate, in our study is maternal loss
and only indirectly through maternal support for daughters
during adult rank attainment (82). Thus, the effects of other,
more proximate environmental factors are likely to swamp any
effects of early-life adversity on adult female energy balance,
potentially explaining the disconnect we observe between earlylife adversity and reproductive rate.
Third, the types of adversity in our population may not provide
salient early-life environments for reproductive acceleration. A
growing body of evidence indicates that sources of psychosocial
adversity most often lead to accelerated reproduction (29, 33,
35), while nutritional adversity is more often linked to delayed
reproduction (32, 83, 84). However, other authors have pointed
out that there is no formal life history theory that outlines the
effects of psychosocial stress on the timing and pace of reproduction (43). In Amboseli, the sources of adversity the baboons
experienced likely led them to experience both nutritional and
psychosocial stress. For instance, maternal loss during the
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combined reproductive pace. Females who lost their mother
and exhibited shorter IBIs between surviving offspring had
shorter lifespans than females who lost their mothers and did
not accelerate their IBIs (SI Appendix, Fig. S4 and Table S7).
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juvenile period may prevent juveniles from foraging efficiently,
increase the aggression they receive from conspecifics, and create
challenges in forming social bonds in adulthood (85, 86). The
resulting effects on reproductive timing may be complex. Resource scarcity, which is characteristic of our population, may also
affect whether accelerated reproduction is adaptive. In humans,
support for accelerated reproduction in response to adversity is
strongest in developed, Western societies with abundant resources
but uncommon in non-Western, developing societies (31, 32).
Hence, early-life adversity may only lead to reproductive acceleration when psychosocial adversity is paired with nutritional excess.
Fourth, early maturation is associated with several fitness costs
that the iPAR model and similar hypotheses do not consider.
These costs can include decreased adult body size, increased
instantaneous juvenile mortality, decreased initial and later fecundity, and decreased offspring survival (41). In light of these
costs, Stearns and Koella (42) developed a set of models to
identify the appropriate response, in terms of age at maturation,
to slower-than-normal growth rates, a common outcome of nutritional limitation or intense competition in early life (8, 87–89).
Importantly, Stearns and Koella’s (42) models failed to find any
circumstances under which accelerated reproduction is a favored
response to slow growth, because the costs of early maturation
outweigh the benefits. Hence, within species, individuals who
grow up under resource limitation are not expected to accelerate
their reproduction (42)—consistent with our finding that female
baboons that experienced early maternal loss and exhibited fast
combined reproductive pace pay a cost in overall LRS.
We note some potential caveats to our study. Although we
statistically controlled for all socioenvironmental effects known
to affect female reproductive schedules in Amboseli (68, 69), as
well as key indicators of resource access at the population level
(e.g., population growth rate), residual correlations between
early-life adversity and resource access in adulthood may still be
present. Such correlations could confound our findings if early
adversity and resource access are associated because they are
affected by other, unspecified variables. For example, in human
populations, low socioeconomic status early in life predicts both
exposure to other forms of early adversity and low socioeconomic status in adulthood (90). Alternatively, early adversity
could predict reproductive pace via a mediating path through
reduced resource access. We believe our results do not suggest a
strong contribution of either confounding or mediation: earlylife adversity does not reliably predict reproductive pace in either
direction, and even among the females who experienced early
adversity, accelerated reproduction does not predict increased
fitness. However, residual correlation with resource access could
influence our findings for maternal loss. Under a mediation
scenario, the costs of accelerated reproduction in females who
experienced early maternal loss could be due to mediation
through reduced lifelong resource access. Under a confounding
scenario, a true fitness-increasing effect of accelerated reproduction in females who experienced maternal loss could be
masked by reduction in resource access. If so, our observation
that the benefits of accelerated reproduction are only detectable
in females who did not lose their mothers could be incorrect.
Such a confound, however, would likely only change our observation of an interaction that opposes the iPAR model’s predictions to a case in which no interaction (and no support for the
iPAR model) existed.
Finally, we caution that viability selection may sometimes
confound studies that find evidence for accelerated reproduction. If harsh forms of early-life adversity, such as famine, war, or
drought, lead to higher juvenile mortality, these types of adversity
may selectively remove low-quality individuals who would otherwise
exhibit delayed reproduction, while retaining high-quality, fastreproducing individuals. Future tests of the iPAR model—
especially those using sources of adversity that are strongly linked to
8 of 11 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2004018117

juvenile mortality—should consider such selection biases to determine if the observed patterns are due to unexplained differences
between subpopulations that did/did not experience adversity and
did/did not exhibit accelerated reproduction.
In conclusion, despite the attention given to the iPAR model
and related hypotheses, our results suggest that accelerated reproduction is not an adaptation to harsh early-life conditions in
wild baboons. For long-lived species, where the majority of LRS
is explained by lifespan, accelerating the timing or pace of reproduction will have comparatively small benefits for fitness,
especially if it is also associated with fitness costs.
Materials and Methods
Study Population. The Amboseli Baboon Research Project has collected continuous, individual-based data on wild baboons in the Amboseli ecosystem
since 1971. Baboons in Amboseli are primarily yellow baboons (Papio cynocephalus) with some natural admixture from neighboring anubis baboon
(Papio anubis) populations (91, 92). Over the course of the 48-y study, we
followed female subjects distributed over 18 social groups that persisted for
varying lengths of time. All 18 groups were derived from 2 original study
groups, following natural patterns of social group fission and fusion. We
focused on females because male postnatal dispersal typically prevents us
from measuring male lifespans and LRS. All baboons are visually identifiable
by trained observers who monitor each group two to four times per week
throughout the year. During each monitoring visit, the observers conduct
group censuses and capture all demographic and life-history events (births,
maturation events, immigrations, emigrations, and deaths), allowing us to
calculate age at maturity and lifespan with precision. In addition, observers
record agonistic interactions and affiliative interactions, allowing us to calculate social dominance ranks and estimates of individual social connectedness (SI Appendix, Supplementary Methods). This research was approved
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees at Duke University,
University of Notre Dame, and Princeton University and adhered to all the
laws and guidelines of Kenya.
Measuring Early-Life Adversity. We measured the same six sources of early-life
adversity used by Tung et al. (9) (Table 1; see SI Appendix, Supplementary
Methods for methods on each source of adversity). Following Tung et al. (9),
we used these data to calculate a cumulative adversity index in which continuous variables (maternal social isolation, maternal dominance rank, and
social density at birth) were converted to binary variables and scored as
present if the female’s experience fell in the highest adversity quartile of the
population distribution (variables were always coded so that higher values
reflected more adverse environments). The cumulative adversity index was
calculated as the total number of adverse conditions each female experienced. The final index could theoretically range from zero to six, but in
practice, no subject experienced more than four sources of early-life adversity (21% of the population experienced zero sources of adversity; 37%
experienced one; 30% experienced two; 9% experienced three; and 3%
experienced four sources of adversity). As in the study by Tung et al. (9),
individuals that experienced three or more sources of adversity were grouped into one category because of the small number of females who experienced more than three exposures.
Measuring the Pace of Reproduction. We used three measures of female pace
of reproduction: 1) age at first live birth, 2) surviving IBI, and 3) a metric of
combined reproductive pace, which considered both the advent and rate of
reproduction.
Age at first live birth. Age at first live birth was defined as a female’s age in
years when she gave birth to her first live offspring. For this measure, we
excluded all females born after 2011, which represents the most recent year
when all living individuals born in that year have already achieved their first
live birth. Using this criterion prevented us from biasing our dataset toward
early-maturing individuals.
Surviving IBI. Surviving IBI was defined as the number of days between
consecutive live births, where the first offspring in the series survived at least
70 wk. Seventy weeks represents the approximate age at weaning in our
population (67); in baboons, as in most mammals, females rapidly return to
ovarian cycling if offspring die before weaning. When this happens, IBIs are
unusually short and not informative about the rate of offspring production
when offspring survive. For all analyses except initial analysis 2, we averaged
the duration of surviving IBIs for each female (or used the duration of a
single IBI if that was all that was available); for initial analysis 2, we modeled
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Statistical Analyses. All statistical analyses were conducted in R, version 3.4.0
(93, 94). Sample sizes varied across analyses because of differences in our
inclusion criteria for measures of female reproduction and because some
subjects lacked information on maternal social isolation (SI Appendix,
Table S1).
To confirm Nettle and Bateson’s (60) first prediction that early-life adversity is linked to shorter expected lifespan, we replicated Tung et al.’s (9)
analysis linking early adversity to female survival in an updated, larger
dataset: n = 230 females in this analysis versus n = 196 in that by Tung et al.
(9), a 17.3% increase. Briefly, we fit both a univariate Cox proportional
hazards model—with our cumulative adversity index as the single predictor
variable—and a multivariate model, which included each of the six individual sources of adversity as predictor variables. In the multivariate model,
maternal death, competing sibling, and drought were binary variables
representing either the presence or absence of the adverse event, while
maternal social isolation, maternal dominance rank, and social density were
represented as continuous variables. Both models were fit using the function
coxph, from the R package survival (95).
Before testing Nettle and Bateson’s (60) second and third predictions, we
conducted two initial analyses to understand whether 1) accelerated reproduction contributes to variation in female LRS and 2) early-life adversity
is predictably linked to the timing and pace of female reproduction (i.e., the
three measures of pace of reproduction described in Measuring the Pace of
Reproduction). For the first analysis, we constructed two linear models of
LRS, defined as the total number of live offspring born to each female over
the course of her life. Only females with completed lifespans were included
in this analysis. Both models included female lifespan as a predictor variable.
The first model additionally tested the predictive power of age at first live
birth and the natural log-transformed average surviving IBI, while the second
model tested the predictive power of our combined reproductive pace metric that
integrates both the timing and pace of reproduction. We did not model all three
predictors in a single model because of the strong correlation between combined
reproductive pace and both age at first live birth and mean surviving IBI (as the
combined pace variable is a composite of the other two). We also replicated these
analyses with a second measure of LRS, defined as the total number of offspring born to each female who survived to the typical age of weaning (70 wk).
In the second of our initial analyses, we tested whether early-life adversity
leads to predictable differences in our three measures of the timing and
pace of female reproduction. For each of the four sources of adversity that
most strongly predicted lifespan—the cumulative adversity index, maternal
death, maternal social isolation, and the presence of a competing
sibling—we fit three linear mixed models, one for each reproductive measure. Here, surviving IBIs were modeled individually and natural logtransformed. All models were fit using the lmekin function from the
coxme package in R (96), which allowed us to account for genetic contributions to the timing of reproduction by modeling a random effect that
incorporates multigenerational pedigree data constructed using the pedantics package (97). We modeled two other random effects to account for
cohort effects: birth year and population growth rate from 6 mo before

birth to 1.5 y after birth (the period of maternal dependence). The latter
measure captures information about the level of resources available to the
population, which could in turn affect reproductive timing. For each model,
fixed-effect predictors were the adversity measure and other variables previously shown to influence each pace of reproduction measure (and that
were not colinear with the early-life adversity measures). Specifically, for the
age at first live birth models, we included the number of mature females in
the group at the time of the first birth (68). For the surviving IBI models, we
included a variable coding whether the female was primiparous at the birth
of the first infant in the IBI series, as well as the female’s ordinal dominance
rank, age, and age squared at the birth of the first infant in the IBI series
(69). For the combined reproductive pace models, we included the number
of mature females in the group at the time of the first birth and the female’s
average ordinal rank at the birth of the first infant in each IBI series. Including these variables as fixed effects allowed us to control for the current
environment and factors besides early-life experiences that may have had an
influence on the timing and pace of reproduction.
After completing these initial analyses, we tested Nettle and Bateson’s (60)
second and third predictions for the iPAR model. The second prediction
posits a crossover for the fitness benefits of accelerated reproduction in the
presence and absence of early-life adversity (Fig. 1). We tested this prediction using both of our LRS definitions. For each definition of LRS, we used an
information theoretic approach that identified whether female LRS was best
fit by a linear model that included an interaction effect between early-life
adversity and the pace of reproduction or a model without this interaction
effect. All models were fit using the lm function in R. The best-fitting model
was determined via a ΔAIC greater than 2 (98). This prediction was tested 12
different times, including all pairwise combinations of the three measures of
reproductive pace and the four measures of early-life adversity that most
strongly predicted lifespan: the cumulative adversity index, maternal death,
competing sibling, and maternal social isolation. For the surviving IBI models,
the IBIs were log-transformed and then averaged for each female.
Nettle and Bateson’s (60) third prediction posits that accelerated reproduction should be especially advantageous for females that exhibit poor
somatic quality in adulthood but detrimental for females with good somatic
quality and long lifespans (Fig. 1). To test this prediction, we used lifespan as
a measure of somatic quality and again used an information theoretic approach to test whether a model with an interaction between pace of reproduction and lifespan was a better predictor of female LRS than a model
without this interaction effect. This test was repeated for each of the three
pace of reproduction measures (age at first birth, average IBI, and combined
reproductive pace). Again, for the surviving IBI models, we used the natural
log-transformed average IBI for each female.
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multiple surviving IBIs for each female, when these were available (see
Statistical Analyses).
Combined reproductive pace. Combined reproductive pace was calculated for
each individual by centering and standardizing the age at first live birth and
the average IBI and then taking the mean of these two values. Negative
values represent individuals with early ages at first live birth and short IBIs,
while positive values represent individuals with late ages at first live birth and long
IBIs. For this measure, we excluded all females born after 1996, which represents the
most recent year when all individuals born in that year are no longer living. Incorporating this criterion into our analyses prevented us from biasing our
dataset toward short-lived individuals but decreased our sample size relative to
the two other measures of reproductive pace (IBI and age at first live birth).
For all three measures of reproductive pace, we excluded females whose
measure was more than three SDs from the mean because these females may
have pathological or fundamentally different reproductive physiologies
compared with the rest of the population. These exclusions included 5 of 284
measures of age at first live birth, 5 of 648 IBIs, and 1 of 33 measures of
combined reproductive pace (see SI Appendix, Table S1 for final sample sizes
for all analyses).
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